ClaroIdeas with Capture
TM

ClaroIdeas is an easy to use, powerful fresh visual software
solution for assisting with research, planning, outlining,
studying and presenting. ClaroIdeas will help users and
groups capture their ideas, pictures, research notes, web
page links, audio and video files with more freedom,
flexibility and creativity.
Creating 'Idea Maps' using ClaroIdeas enables
users to focus thoughts, organise concepts
and include text notes, graphical and media
content. A user can plan revision, reports,
essays and presentation content in a more
spontaneous but controlled manner with
ClaroIdeas.
Idea Maps allow a user to focus on bringing
together thoughts and related content in
various formats, and are a recognised way
to maximise learning potential, improve
problem-solving, enhance research and aid
revision.

ClaroIdeas provides an alternative to linear
formatting or structure, aiding memory and
revision, and making it easier to create
modifications and additions.
With ClaroIdeas, Idea Maps can be converted
to linear structured Word documents or
PowerPoint presentations, allowing for
further composition, presentation and
publishing. Idea Maps can be easily
organised, re-organised, linked to other maps
and content. Maps can also be turned into
accessible PDF files or transferred to most
smart phones – great for presenting and
revision on the move.

Maximise
learning
potential
and improve
problem
solving.
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ClaroIdeas as part of an assistive learning solution
ClaroIdeas as part of an
assistive learning solution

Advantages of
ClaroIdeas in learning

ClaroIdeas is part of a study skills solution
and can be used with other popular assistive
software. Integration with ClaroRead Plus,
the popular reading and writing tool, means
Idea Maps can be spoken out loud by your
computer and checked for spelling errors.
This enables dyslexic students to use
ClaroIdeas with confidence.

By engaging students' interest and
encouraging discussions and collaboration,
using ClaroIdeas makes learning fun, whether
in use at home or in the classroom.

Researched text, scanned papers and image
content collected using ClaroCapture can be
transferred to an Idea Map with one quick
click. This produces a visual representation
of the researched content, supporting the
research and study process.
Dragon NaturallySpeaking speech recognition
and dictation software can be used to dictate
text into ClaroIdeas.

ClaroIdeas is a great addition to the
interactive whiteboard toolkit, allowing lesson
templates to be developed and delivered, or
collaborative working in the classroom and
ICT suite. Cost effective school site license
options are available.
ClaroIdeas can be used by teachers to create
lessons, revision guides and essay plans.
For students, the software provides the
perfect support tool for revision, researching,
planning and producing essays or research
papers.
In the workplace, the professional user can
envisage, research and produce impressive
presentations and content in a fast, efficient
easy to use manner. Using the Office 2007
style interface, combined with the export to
Word and PowerPoint functions, it is both
familiar and easy to use.

Making
learning fun,
whether in
use at home
or in the
classroom.

ClaroCapture

TM

ClaroCapture

Capture screen section

ClaroCapture is a research software tool to
help users collect together text, images,
screenshots, files, recordings and references
in a Project file. ClaroCapture is ideal for use
when planning essays, reports, brochures,
assignments, presentations and other detailed
written work.

With ClaroCapture you can select an area
of the screen and ClaroCapture will add
this area as an image to the current
project. Great for adding the combination
of pictures, graphs and associated text and
references.

The ClaroCapture Toolbar
With ClaroCapture you can capture
information and export to various programs.
You can capture the selected text from any
computer application – web pages, PDF files,
Word documents, databases – and add it
to the current project. If you would like to
add an image, audio file or video file, you
can drag the image into the Capture project
list.

Once you have collected together all your
information you can export it into various
formats using the "Send Project To.." button
on the ClaroCapture toolbar.

Microsoft Word
Clicking on this button will send the contents
of the current project to Microsoft Word.

Capture highlighted text in
Microsoft Word
You can also extract and capture all of the
colour highlighted text in Microsoft Word and
add it to the current project. So you can use
popular colour highlighting techniques (using
Microsoft Word highlighter) to speed up
researching and key point identification. You
can extract the highlights from the whole
Word document, or section by section,
depending on your highlighting method.

Microsoft PowerPoint
Clicking on this button will send the
contents of the current project to Microsoft
PowerPoint.

Clipboard
Clicking on this button will copy the contents
of the current project to the computer's
clipboard.

ClaroIdeas
Clicking on this button will send the contents
of the current project to ClaroIdeas. This
option will only be available if
ClaroIdeas is installed.

Capture
information
and export
to Word,
PowerPoint,
ClaroIdeas
and more.

How To Buy
ClaroIdeas with Capture

Prices

ClaroIdeas will help users and groups to capture their ideas, pictures, research notes,
web pages links, audio and video files with more freedom, flexibility, clarity and
creativity. Includes a full version of ClaroCapture V2.

£58 +VAT

Home & Education
Product code - CI+CC_E_en-gb

£88 +VAT
Corporate

Product code - CI+CC_C_en-gb

ClaroRead Plus with ClaroIdeas Bundle

Prices

ClaroRead Plus V5 has been developed to help PC users of all capabilities create,
read, view, scan and check text. It includes OCR scanning and Dragon echo features.
Includes a full version of ClaroCapture V2.

£215 +VAT

ClaroIdeas will help users and groups to capture their ideas, pictures, research notes,
web pages links, audio and video files with more freedom, flexibility, clarity and
creativity.

How to Order
Online

Place your order online by visiting www.clarosoftware.com where you
can buy downloads or boxed versions of our software. Also order from
our wide range of partners listed on our website.

Telephone

Call our sales team on 01772 977888 we will be happy to talk you
through any questions you may have.

Home & Education
Product code - CP+CI_E_en-gb

£235 +VAT
Corporate

Product code - CP+CI_C_en-gb

System requirements
• Intel Pentium4 or later
or AMD Athlon 64 1 GHz
or later
• 1GB RAM
• 2 GB free hard disk
space
• 512 KB L2 Cache
• Windows XP SP4
Windows Vista SP1
Windows 7
• DVD-ROM drive
for install
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